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ABSTRACT 

Optics pertains to the generation, amplification, propagation, reception, modification and 

modulation of light. In short, Optics is science, technology and engineering with light. 

Measurentesilaques based on light come under the heading of Optical  

The optical techniques are non-contact type, non-invasive and fast. In recent years use of 

optical techniques for measurement has dramatically increased. These techniques are 

used to determine the topography of landscapes to the checking the roughness of polished 

surfaces. By using optical measurement techniques the information about the whole 

object can be obtained simultaneously, thereby giving a capability of whole field 

measurement. Optical methods such as interferometry, holographic interferometry moire 

defelectometry, laser speckle photography, laser speckle shearing interferometry, and 

Talbot interferometry have been investigated in great details for measurement of length, 

strain, deformations, vibrations, refractive index, focal length of optical components and 

systems, temperature and temperature profile of gaseous flames and current and voltage 

etc. All these techniques, by and large, require a spatially coherent illumination. In the 

present thesis, we have investigated the application of Lau phase interferometry with 

linear and circular grating to determine the full-field temperature profile of the 

axisymmetric gaseous flame as well as two-dimensional gaseous flame obtained from 

slot burner used in atomic absorption spectrophotometer. We have also investigated the 

application of Lau phase interferometry with linear gratings to determine the focal length 

of the lenses and the refractive index of the plane parallel plates. White-light Lau phase 

interferometry reduces coherent noise in the interferogram and leads to high signal-to-

noise ratio. White-light interference bands also have high stability. 
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The thesis is organized in five chapters: 

Chapter I provides a brief introduction of the flame, optics of flame and most of optical 

techniques used for the investigation of the flame. Further this chapter presents brief 

introduction to moire deflectometry, laser speckle techniques, Talbot interferometry and 

Lau phase interferometry. 

Chapter II deals with application of Lau phase interferometry for the measurement of 

temperature and temperature profile of the gaseous flames. It presents detailed 

experimental investigations and theoretical analysis to measure temperature and 

temperature profile of an axisymetric flame using Lau phase interferometry with linear 

gratings and white-light source. The optimization of the experimental parameters to 

obtain high-contrast fringes and to enhance the sensitivity are discussed. The angle of 

refraction ' (I)' is calculated experimentally from the number of the fringe, pitch of the 

grating and the distance between the flame and the detection grating. Once the angle of 

refraction' 4)' is known, the refractive index and the temperature at different points are 

calculated. 

Chapter III deals with the application of Lau phase interferometry with linear gratings to 

measure temperature and temperature profile of a 2-dimensional flame, obtained from the 

slot burner used in atomic absorption spectrophotometer. This chapter also presents 

detailed analysis of experimental investigations and the effect of aspirating water through 

the nebulizer on the temperature profile. A program was developed in Lab view 

environment to draw the line profile of the Lau phase interferometric fringes. This 



chapter discusses the procedure for the calculation of angle of refraction `C and 

temperature. 

Chapter IV presents measurement of the temperature and temperature profile of the 

axisymmetric flame and two-dimensional flame obtained from the slot burner by using 

Lau phase interferometry with circular gratings. This chapter also presents the 

advantages/disadvantages of using circular gratings in Lau phase interferometry over to 

the use of linear gratings. 

Chapter V presents a technique for evaluating the focal length of lenses by using white—

light Lau phase interferometry. This chapter also provides the analysis of errors in the 

measurement of focal length using Lau phase interferometry. 
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